tried to make this paper as self-contained as possible, and so we have included some proofs of known results. A brief historical sketch follows.
The functors T0 and Tx were first considered together in a Bourbaki report by Cartier, who treated only the case of field extensions [2] . In this report, he obtained the equality tr deg L¡K = dim Qi/K-dim Tx(L¡K, L), which we prove in §3. 4 . He also showed that Tx(LjK, L) = 0 if and only if L is a separable extension of K. (The corresponding result for F1 is due to Gerstenhaber [3] .)
The work of Cartier was partially extended to commutative rings by Nakai, who obtained some segments of the change-of-rings exact sequence for homology (Propositions 1 and 9 of [12] ). Grothendieck has demonstrated the existence of a six-term exact sequence in cohomology in [5, Chapter IV] . (Note that Grothendieck defines F1 in terms of commutative algebra extensions, and his Exalcom,,(Z?, Af) is our T\B\A, M).) He also has analogous results for noncommutative and topological rings, and the vanishing criteria for T1. In unpublished work, Grothendieck has used a two-term cotangent complex to define F1 and Tx to get a six-term exact sequence for both the homological and cohomological functors.
Cohomology groups H\B¡A, M), 0^i'<oo, are defined by Shukla in [15] where B is an arbitrary associative ^-algebra, and by Harrison [7] for the case when B is commutative and A is a field. The results of §4 indicate that our cohomology theory is essentially a "commutativization" of Shukla's, except for a shift in dimension. Our T* is Harrison's 77i + 1 for i'=0, 1 (when A is a field). Harrison also obtained a nine-term exact sequence for change of rings, except that three of his terms cannot be interpreted as cohomology groups because of his requirement that the ground ring be a field.
Gerstenhaber has recently found a general method of defining cohomology theories (in dimension ï£3) in arbitrarily equationally defined categories [16] . (Note that because of a difference in notation, his range of definition is the same as ours.) In the category of commutative rings, Gerstenhaber's "correct" H'A+1(B, M) is the same as our T\B\A, M), i-0, 1, 2, but Gerstenhaber does not obtain the change of rings exact sequence. (It would be interesting to know if this is valid in an arbitrary equationally defined category.) Gerstenhaber also gives in [16] a general definition of two-term extension which reduces to our definition (2.1.1) in the commutative case.
For applications of the functor Tx to the definition of the "canonical class" for algebraic varieties over nonperfect ground fields and its relation to the work of Kunz [9] , see [10] . For further applications of the functors F1 and T2 to the study of infinitesimal deformations and "formal moduli," see [13] .
We wish to express our appreciation to John Täte for many interesting discussions and much encouragement, and in particular for pointing out to each of us that we were working on the same problem. 1 . Preliminaries. 1 .0. Conventions. The conventions of commutative algebra, mentioned in the first paragraph of the introduction, remain in force except in §4.2.3, where we have reference to a commutative /1-algebra J without unit. A, B, and C always denote rings.
1.1. The module of differentials. If A -> B is a ring homomorphism and M is a 5-module, let DerA(T7, M) denote the module of /i-derivations of Ti into M, i.e., Clearly QBM may be obtained by forming the free Ti-module on the symbols dx (xeB) and dividing out by the relations d(ax+a'y) -adx-a'dy and d(xy) -x-dy-ydx for a, a' e A and x, y e B. The exact sequences of the introduction now follow easily from the fact that Obm represents the derivation functor. In a similar way one proves that if A ->■ A' is a ring homomorphism and if B' = B ®AA' then we get a bijection 2.1.1. Definition. Let A^-B be a ring homomorphism. By a (two-term) extension of Ti over A we mean an exact sequence (#): 0-yE2-yEx^>R-^B-^*0 where e0 is a surjection of /i-algebras, e2 and ex are homomorphisms of R-modules, and ei(x)y = ex(y)x for x, y e Ex. Notice that if T=Ker e0, then IE2 = 0, so that E2 is a B-module. In fact, if a e I and x e E2, choose y e Ex such that ex(y)=a. Then e2(ax) = ex(y)e2(x) = exe2(x)y = 0, so ax = 0.
Let /!' be an ^-algebra, Ti' an ,4'-algebra, and S' an extension of Ti' over A'. By a homomorphism a: S ^ <?' of extensions we mean a collection (/>, a0, ax, a2) of maps which render the diagram 0-y E2-► E'x --* R' -^ Ti'-* 0 
0->E2^-*Ex®RB^->aRIA®BB-> 0.
Here £2BM is the module of Kahler differentials, d2 is induced from e2, and ^ is defined as follows: let Z=Ker e0. Then Im ex = 7and we have d: I\I2 -> Í2BM ®B Z? ( §1.1). Put dx=d o fo®« 5).
Extensions of B over /I are all obtained in the following way. Choose a surjection e0:R^B of ,4-algebras, and let 7=Kere0. Then choose an exact sequence 0-> U-^F^-*1->0 of R modules and define <p: F ® F^ F by the formula fax ®y) =j(x)y-j(y)x.
Let U0 = U be the image of <p, and let e2: i//t/0 -> F/C/0, and Ci : F/Uo^ R be the induced maps. is a commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms, and S (resp. £') is a free (resp. arbitrary) extension of 7i over A, then there exists a homomorphism a: ¿f^é" extending b, and hence a homomorphism ä: L'(i) ®B B' -> L'(S").
A complex of the form L'(S), where £ is a free extension of B over A is called a cotangent complex of B over /I. The fact that polynomial rings possess the following "lifting" property implies that any two cotangent complexes are homotopic (2.1.6).
2.1.4. Definition. We say that an ^-algebra R has property (L) if the following is true. Let S be an ,4-algebra and u: M -> S a homomorphism of S-modules such that u(x)y = u(y)x, for x, ye M. Then for any pair/, g: R-^S of ,4-homomor- Observe that/-g is a biderivation.) 2.1.5. Lemma. Given a commutative diagram (*) of ring homomorphisms, let S (resp. é") be an extension of B over A (resp. B' over A') and let a, ß: ê'-*■ ê' be a pair of homomorphisms, both extending b.
Then if R has property (L), â and ß are homotopic maps ofL(S) ®B Ti' to L(i').
Proof. By property (L) with R = R, S-R', M = E'X, and u = e'x,f=a0 and g=ß0, there exists a biderivation A: R -^-E'x such that e'x ° X = a0-ß0-Let 6: Ex-y-E'x be the (/(-linear) map defined by 9=ßx -ax + X ° ex. We claim first that e'x ° 9=0. In fact, e'x o 9 = (ß0-a0 + e'1 ° A) ° ^=0. Thus Im Ö is included in the Ti' module Im e'2 on which the actions of R via ce0 and ß0 agree. We claim next that 9 is actually TMinear, i.e., 9(rx) = a0(r)9(x) for r e R, x e Ex. On the one hand,
and on the other hand, a0(r)9(x) = a0(r)ßx(x)-a0(r)ax(x) + ao(r)X(ex(x)).
Thus 9(rx)-a0(r)6(x) = (ß0(r)-a0(r))ßx(x) + ß0(ex(x))X(r)
= -e'x(X(r))ßx(x) + e'x(ßx(x))X(r) = 0, and 9 is F-linear.
Now the biderivation A: R -> E'x induces a derivation X: R^» E'x ®B. Ti' =L\i'), which, by the universal mapping property of FiRIA induces X0: QBIA^ L1(S"), or what is the same thing, A0: QRIA ®R B'=L°(S) ®B B' -yL\S').
The T?-linear map 9: Ex-y\me'2 induces A^ V-(S) (g)B Ti' ~^L2(é"). Finally, if d (resp. d') denotes differentiation in L'(S) (g) Ti' (resp. L(£")) then it follows easily from the definitions of A and 0 that d[ ° A0 = ¿0-ß0, A0 o dx + d2 ° \1 = &1-ßx and Ax ° d2=ä2-ß2. Thus (A0, Xx) is the desired homotopy operator. To see that A is well defined, we show that the right-hand side of (*) remains invariant under transpositions (iv, ip + 1) of the indices.
where c=f(Th ■ ■ T^.JgiT^-TJ, x = A(Fip) and j = A(Fip+1).
If we extend A to all of R by linearity, it follows easily from (*) that A is a biderivation : A(x^) =/(x)A(^)+g(jOA(x), for x and y e R. Since/-g is also a biderivation, and u(X(Ti))=f(Ti)-g(Ti), we must have u ° X=f-g. be a commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms, and S (resp. $') an extension of B over A (resp. B' over A'). If S is free, then:
(i) There exists a homomorphism a: S -> é" extending b.
(ii) If ß: ê -> é" is any other homomorphism extending b, then ä andß are homotopic maps ofL(S) ®B B' to L;(ê'). 2.1.8. Definition. If B is an /4-algebra, S is a free extension of B over A, we call L'(S) a cotangent complex of B over A.
2.1.9. Thus 2.1.7 implies in particular that any two cotangent complexes of B over A are homotopically equivalent. The proposition follows directly from these observations. 2.2.1 applies in particular when A' is of the form AT'1, where F is a multiplicative system in A. We conclude that the formation of cotangent complexes R'
and let/ g : R^ S be the homomorphisms induced from R^R'. Since R has property (L), there exists a biderivation X: R->M such that u°X=f-g. Let On the other hand, ß: ê -> J*" (extending B-yBT'1) induces j8' : S' -*■ J5"'. Thus we have homomorphisms ß':£' -y 3F' and a' : Jr' -> <f' both extending the identity on TiF-1. Since RU'1 and g!7-1 have property (L) (2.2.2), a o jS' (resp. ¿3' ° <*') ¡s homotopic to the identity on !/(<?') (resp. L\^')).
is a homotopy equivalence and we are done.
The Change of Rings Exact Sequence. 
whose rows we must prove exact.
Reading from left to right on the bottom row of (**) we have free C-modules on generators dXu then dXh dY¡ and finally dY¡, thus the bottom row of (**) is exact. The middle row of (**) is exact since it is obtained from the middle row of (*) by applying ®s C, and 77* is free over S. Finally, it is clear that the composition U/Uo ®SC^K/K0^
W\Wo is zero, and that V¡V0^ W¡W0 is surjective. To prove the top row of (**) exact we must show that if v e V goes to 0 in IF, then there exists v0 e V0 such that v -v0 comes from U ®B S. Since the top row of (*) is exact, v-v0 elm(i) if and only if j(v -v0) = 0. So we must prove that j(V0) 2Ker(IF*^ W).ButKer(W* -> W) = IH* n IF*, and we claim thaty'(F0) 2777*. In fact if aeIS=I ®BS, and « g 77*, pick x g G, y e H* such that u(x) = a, 2.3.5. If A -> B -> Cis a sequence of ring homomorphisms, and Af is a C-module, then there is an exact sequence (which is functorial in Af )
There is a similar exact sequence for the Ff's, with the arrows reversed. Proof. To show that a map of C-modules is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that it is an isomorphism after tensoring with Cp for every prime ideal to of C. Let q be the inverse image of to in Ti. To say that Spec C -> Spec Ti is an open immersion implies that the induced map of Tiq to Ce is an isomorphism. We have now that Ti(B\A, M) <g>B C <g>c Cp s T¿B¡A, M) <g>B Tiq 2 TJß^A, M <g>B ßq)
where the second and fourth isomorphisms are special cases of 2.3.4. The result for the F' follows in the same way.
2.4.3. Let/: X^ F be a morphism of preschemes. Assume that A' is a scheme and that Y is affine, so 7= Spec A. Let {Uk} be an affine open cover of X. Let Uk = Spec T?k. Since A' is a scheme Uk n U} is affine. Let Uk n U¡ = Spec 7iw. Then the map of Spec Bkj to Spec Bk or Spec Ti; is an open immersion. Let F be a quasicoherent sheaf of Gvmodules. Let Fk = F\Uk and let Mk be the Tifc-module corresponding to Ffc. Let Fkj = F\ Uk n U} and let Mkj be the T?w-module corresponding to FM. Let Gk (resp. Gkj) be the sheaf on Uk (resp. f7w) corresponding to the Bk (resp. Bkj) module Ti(Bk\A, Mk) (resp. Tk(Bkj\A, Mkj)). We then have isomorphisms ßkj: Gk\Ukf^Gkj, by Lemma 2.4.2, and hence isomorphisms akj: Gk\Ukĵ Gj\Ukj by akj=ßjk ° ßkj. It is clear that akk is the identity and akjan = akl. If we assume in addition that Fis noetherian and/locally of finite type, then the same situation obtains with arrows reversed and indices raised. Hence the Gk "glue together" to form a quasi-coherent sheaf G of Ox-modules.
2.4.4. Definition. G is denoted by Tt(XI Y, F). We define V(X¡ Y, F) similarly.
Note that G does not depend on the open cover {Uk}.
2.4.5. We now wish to pass from the case where Y is affine to the case where Y is arbitrary. This time we will treat only the F¡, leaving the T* and the necessary finiteness assumptions to the reader. Let f:X^>Y be an arbitrary morphism of schemes. Let {Uk} be an affine open cover of Y. Let Uk = Spec Bk. Since F is a scheme Uk n U,-is affine. Let Uk n U, = Spec Bkj. Let Vk=f~1(Uk), VM=f-\UkJ) = Vkr\ Vj. Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf of Gvmodules. Let Fk = F\ Vk and Fkj = F\Vkj. Let Gk (resp. Gk¡) be the sheaf on Vk (resp. VkJ), Ti(VkjUk, Fk) (resp. Ti(Vk]¡Ukj, Fkj)). We then have isomorphisms ßkj: Gk\ Vkj^Gkj, by 2.3.3, and hence compatible isomorphisms akj: Gk\VM^Gj\Vkj.
2.4.6. Definition. The sheaf constructed in the above fashion is defined to be nX¡Y,F).
2.4.7.
We have one more definition to make before we can state the proper generalization of our theorem. We content ourselves with the following: Let g:Z -> X, f: X -*■ F be morphisms of schemes. Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf of GVmodules. Then it is possible to define T,(Xj Y, F), which will be a quasi-coherent sheaf of 02-modules, by methods analogous to those used above. (First define it for Z, X, Y affine, then X, Y affine, then Y affine, then in general.) If we assume in addition that Y is locally noetherian and g and / are locally of finite type, we can define quasi-coherent sheaves T\X¡ Y, F) by the same process.
2.4.8. The above restriction that X, Y, and Z be schemes is not essential, but greatly simplifies the construction. We also know of no serious applications of our theory to nonseparated preschemes.
We of course have the following generalizations of 2. Proof. This is obvious from the definition of the cotangent complex.
3.1.2. Lemma. Let B be an A-algebra. Let P be a polynomial ring over A and I an ideal in P such that B is isomorphic to P/I. Then the canonical maps (coming from the triple (A, P, B) of TX(B¡A,M) to Ker(T/T2 <g)B M -> Qm ®B M) and
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1.1. and the exact sequence of a triple. Let M be any injective F-module, and apply the functor HomB(-, M) to (*). Since T\B\A, M)=0, we see that F\omB(Tx(B\A, B), M) = 0. Choosing M to contain TX(B\A, B), we see that TX(B\A, B) = 0. Now assume that (2) is true. From the exact sequence (*) we see that TX(B\A, B) =0 implies that T\B\A, M) is isomorphic to ExtB(£2SM, M) which is zero since DBM is projective.
We now prove that (1) is equivalent to (3). As above, let B^P/J. Assume that (1) is true. Let C, C, I, g' be given. Let n' be the induced homomorphism from F to C". Then n' lifts to a homomorphism h from F to C. Since T2=0, T is a Cmodule and hence a Ti-module via g'. Also, n maps 7 into I and /2 into zero, so it induces an element h" of HomB(7/72,1). Since T1(B¡A, T) = 0, n" is induced by a derivation D of P into 7. Since 72=0, it is immediately checked that h -D is an /1-homomorphism of P to C which is zero on 7, and hence induces a map g from Ti to C lifting g'. Now assume that (3) is true. Let x e T\B¡A, M). Then x is induced by an element h of HomB(7/72, M)^HomP(J, M). Let AT=Ker(n"). Let <p: P^P¡K and let C=(PIK®M)l{<p(z), h(z)}, for z e7. We make C into an ^-algebra by letting F act on AT, and giving M square-zero multiplication. Let C' = B. Let g'= 1B. Then we have an exact sequence of ,4-algebras O^M^C^C'-yO and Ai2=0. Hence g' lifts to a map g mapping Ti to C which induces a map n of F to C. Then <p-n is a derivation of F into M which induces n', and hence x=0 in THfilA;M).
3.1.4. Definition. Let/: A"-» y be a morphism of preschemes. We say that/ is formally smooth if for every xe X there exist affine neighborhoods Spec Ti of x and Spec A off(x) such that B\A satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 3.1.3. Note that this will then be true of any affine neighborhoods such that Ti is an ^-algebra. (1) f is formally smooth. Proof. All the conditions are local on X and Y so we may assume that X = Spec B, F=Spec A. The equivalence of (1) and (2) It is easily seen that (4) is equivalent to the statement that the map of J\J2 -»■ Om ®p B is injective, with a locally free cokernel. If we look at the exact sequence of the triple (A, P, B) we see that it is equivalent to saying that Tx(B\A, B) =0 and QBIA be projective, since QBM is a finitely generated module over a noetherian ring. So we have shown (1) <=> (4).
3.1.6. Definition. If/satisfies the above conditions, we say/is smooth, (or X is smooth overY). Note that "smooth" (French "lisse") is the new terminology for what used to be called "simple" (French "simple"). we see that the map of Z'/7'2 to ÍV/A-®P-B' must be injective, and hence that TX(B'\A', B')=0. Since QB-M< = QBM ®b B' is a projective ZF-module, we are done.
3.2. The vanishing of the second cotangent functor. We first consider the case when B is a quotient ring of A. Recall that if A is a local ring, a sequence of elements ax,. ■., an in the maximal ideal of A is said to be an A-sequence if ax is a nonzero divisor in A and a¡ is a nonzero-divisor in A\(ax ■ ■ ■ ai _ i) for i > 1. If A is noetherian, a necessary and sufficient condition that («i • • • an) be an ^-sequence is that the Koszul homology 771(a1,..., an, A) = 0. This also shows that the property of being an ^-sequence is independent of the order in which the a¡ are taken.
The following proposition relates ^-sequences to the second cotangent functor:
3.2.1. Proposition. Let A be a noetherian ring and I an ideal of A. Let B=A\I. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) Let q be a prime ideal in B, p its inverse image in A. For all such q and p, the kernel of the map Av to Bq is generated by an Ac-sequence. Proof. We first show that (1) => (2) . Since the cotangent complex commutes with localization, we have T2(B\A, M\^T2(B^¡Ap, Mq). So we may assume that A and Ti are local and I is generated by an ^-sequence, ax, ---, an. Let F=An, and map F onto I in the obvious manner. Let the map be/ and let (7=Ker(/). Then a cotangent complex for B over A can be chosen to be 0-^£//<y0^F/7F->0.
Recall that U0 is the image of Fa F under the map <p: xAy -+f(y)x-f(x)y. By definition of the Koszul complex with respect to ax,..., an, we see immediately that Hx(a, A) is isomorphic to i//C/0. Hence U¡U0=0, and certainly T\B\A, M) = 0 for any 7i-module M. Since F is a free module on the generators of I, and I\I2 is a free module on ax,---, an, the map of F/IF to I\I2 is an isomorphism. Hence TT^a, A)= UjU0 is isomorphic to T2(B\A, Ti) = 0 by assumption. Hence the a{ form an ^4-sequence.
Corollary.
Let Abe a noetherian ring and B an A-algebra of finite type. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a polynomial ring P over A and an ideal I in P such that B is isomorphic to Pjland the pair (P, B) satisfies the conditions of the preceding proposition.
(2) If Q is any polynomial ring over A andJ is an ideal in Q such that B is isomorphic to QjJ, then the pair (Q, B) satisfies the conditions of the preceding proposition. Proof. For any polynomial ring P over A which has a quotient isomorphic to B, it immediately follows from the exact sequence of the triple (A, P, B) that the natural map of T2(B\A, M) to T2(B\P, M) (resp. T2(B¡P, M) to T\B\A, M)) is an isomorphism for any Zf-module Af. The result then follows directly from the preceding proposition. 3.3. The local case. When A'=Spec B is the spectrum of a noetherian local ring B, the vanishing criteria can be sharpened, as follows: 3.3.1. Proposition. Let A be a noetherian ring and B a noetherian local ring which is the localization of an algebra C of finite type over A at a prime ideal p. Let K be the residue field of B. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) C is smooth over A in a neighborhood of p.
(2) T\BjA, M) = 0far all B-modules M. Proof. (1) o (2) follows immediately from the definition of "smooth" and from the fact that the cotangent functors commute with localization, as does (1) => (4). (2) => (3) However the cokernel of p is by definition ExtB(fiBM, K), which must therefore =0. Exactly as in the case of Tor!, it follows that QBM is a free Ti-module. (It is clear that QBM is a finitely generated Ti-module.) We will now show that TX(BIA, B) = 0. We write B as the quotient of a polynomial ring P over A by an ideal 7. Then T\B¡A, K) S Coker(HomB(ßm ®P B, K) -y HomB(7/72, K)).
From the exact sequence 0 -y TX(B\A, B) -> J\J2 -> £2PM ®P B -y ilBIA -+ 0, using the fact that Í2m <g)B B and QBIA are projective, we find that the above cokernel is isomorphic to HomB(Tx(B¡A, B), K). Hence HomB(Tx(BIA, Ti), K)=0, and since TX(B/A, B) = TX(C¡A, C)v is a finitely generated Ti-module, this implies that Tx(BjA, B) = 0. Since 0.BIA = (FiCIA localized at to) is free, QCM is free in a neighborhood of to and TX(C¡A, C) is zero in a neighborhood of to-Hence C is smooth over A in a neighborhood of to.
We now show that (4) => (1). Since the pair (Tx, T0) is part of a connected sequence of homological functors, and F0 = ÜBM <8>B -, we see that TX(B¡A,K) maps onto Torf(£2BM, T<). Since TX(B¡A, K) is zero, so is Forx(Q.BtA, K) and hence FiBIA is free. But then the functor TX(B¡A, •) is a covariant right exact functor, and hence isomorphic to TX(B¡A, B) ® ■. Hence TX(B¡A, B) ®B K=0, and by Nakayama's Lemma, TX(B\A, B) = 0. Hence, as above, C is smooth over A in a neighborhood of to.
We now give the exactly analogous proposition for the second cotangent functor : 3.3.2. Proposition. Let A be a noetherian ring and B a noetherian local ring which is the localization of an algebra C of finite type over A at a prime ideal to. Let K be the residue field of B. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) C is Koszul over A in a neighborhood of p.
(2) T2(B\A, M) = 0for all B-modules M. Proof. The proof is identical to the preceding one, after observing that, replacing A by a polynomial ring over A and localizing if necessary, we may assume that Ti is a quotient of A. We write B=A\I, we write I as the quotient of a free Ti-module I=F\U, we replace Obm by T/T2, FlPIA ®P B by F\IF, I\I2 by U/U0, and argue as above. K an ideal in B such that B=A\I, C=A\J^B\K, i.e., K=J\I. Assume that J is generated by an A-sequence, and K is generated by a B-sequence. Then I is generated by an A-sequence.
Proof. We look at the exact sequence of the triple (A, B, C) applied to the C-module C. We have T2(C\B, C) -* III2 ®B C -> J\J2 -+ K\K2 -> 0. The hypotheses imply that T2(C\B, C)=0 and that J\J2 and K\K2 are free C-modules. Also, we know that rank (J\J2) = dim A -dim C and rank(7C/7v2) = dim B-dim C. It follows that I/JI^I/I2 ®B C is free of rank equal to dim A -dim B. Hence by Nakayama's Lemma, I is generated by (dim A -dim B) generators.
Let px, ■ ■ ■ ,pr be a Zf-sequence generating K and let yu..., y, be elements of A mapping onto Fi, • • ■, yr-Let x1;..., xs be a minimal set of generators for 7. Then (xx-■ xs,jv • -yr)=J and s + r = dim A -dim C. So the residue classes of the x¡'s and the j¡'s form a basis for J\J2, and hence form an ^-sequence. Since any subset of an ^-sequence is an ^-sequence, we are done.
3.4. The cotangent functors and field extensions. We will show now that the second cotangent functor vanishes for any field extension, and that the first cotangent functor vanishes iff the extension is separable. Precisely, we have the Proof. To prove the first statement, we reduce first to the case when L is finitely generated over K, since the cotangent complex commutes with direct limits. By using the exact sequence of a triple, we may assume L=7v(x). If x is transcendental over K, then L is the localization of a polynomial ring over K, and T2 and F2 vanish by 3.1.1 and 2.3.4.
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To prove the equivalence of the five conditions, first observe that (b) = (b') and (c) = (c') are trivial. We will show that (a)s(c) and leave the analogous proof that (a)s(b) to the reader. So we first assume (a). Since the cotangent complex commutes with direct limits, we may assume L is finitely separably generated over K. (We know L is separable over K iff every finitely generated subextension of L over K is separably generated.) By the exact sequence of a triple, we reduce to the case L = K(Xx, ■.., Xn), Xi independent transcendentals, and the case when L is a finite separable extension of K. In the first case, L is the localization of a polynomial algebra over K, and hence Tx(L¡K, M) = 0 for any M. In the second case, we write L=K We now assume (c). We want to prove that any finitely generated subextension L' of LIK is separably generated. Using the first part of the theorem, together with the exact sequence of the triple (K,L',L) we see that Tx(L'/K, L)=0 and hence Tx(L'\K, M) = 0 for all L'-modules Af, i.e., we may assume that L is finitely generated over K. By induction on the number of generators, using the exact sequence of a triple repeatedly, the following statement is easily proved :
Hence Tx(LjK, L) = 0 => Q.LIK is generated by dxx,. ■., dxn where « = tr deg(L¡K). Let K' = K(xx,..., xn). Then the exact sequence of the triple (K, K',L) shows that &lik-= 0, which implies that Tx(L¡K', L) = 0 and L is a finite algebraic extension of K'. If L were not separable over A", there would be an element a eL such that aveK', a$K', (p = chK'). Then direct computation shows that Tx(K'(a)¡K', 7C(a))#0, but from the exact sequence of the triple (K', K'(a), L) it follows that Tx(K'(a)jK', K'(a)) = 0. Hence L is separable over K', and L is separably generated over K, since K' is clearly a purely transcendental extension of K.
3.5. Simplicity over afield. We are now in a position to show that, over a field, "smooth" is equivalent to "absolutely nonsingular." More precisely, we have: 3.5.1. Theorem. Let K be afield, K* the algebraic closure of K, and Xaprescheme of finite type over K. Then the following conditions are equivalent :
(1) X is smooth over K.
(2) X ®K K* is a regular prescheme.
Proof. (1) => (2). Since smoothness is preserved under base extensions, we may assume that K* = K. Let A be a local ring of X. Let K' be the residue field of A. Consider the exact sequence of the triple (K, A, K') applied to the TC'-module A":
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Since the cotangent functors localize, TX(A¡K, TC)=0, and by the previous theorem, T2(K'jK, K') = 0, so T2(K'\A, K') = 0, i.e., K' is a complete intersection in A, i.e., A is regular.
(2) => (1). Let X* = X ®KK*. We first show that X* is smooth over K*. It suffices to show that for every local ring B of X*, TX(B¡K*, K(B)) = 0, where K(B) denotes the residue field of B. By the exact sequence of the triple (K*, B, K(B)) we know that
is exact. Since B is regular, the first term is zero. Since K* is algebraically closed, K(B) is separable over K*, and the last term is zero. Hence the middle term is zero, i.e., X* is smooth over K*. But, since the cotangent complex commutes with flat base extension, TX(XIK, F) ®K K* ~ TX(X*IK*, F ®x X*) = 0, so TX(X¡K, F)=0, i.e., Xis smooth over K.
4. Extensions and deformations. As is usual in cohomology theories, the cotangent modules F1 and T2 may be viewed as modules of "infinitesimal extensions " of length one and two respectively (4.1 and 4.2), and F2 is the module of obstructions for the existence of noninfinitesimal one term extensions. These facts are reinterpreted more geometrically in terms of "infinitesimal deformations" in 4.3. 4 .0. Notation. If x is an object of some set on which there is defined an equivalence relation, we denote by cl(%) the equivalence class of x, when the context is clear. If px : Ex-+ E and p2 : E2^y E are ring homomorphisms, we denote by Ex x E E2 the ring of all pairs (ex, e2) (et e F¡) such that Pi(ex)=p2(e2), with pairwise addition and multiplication.
4.1. Two term extensions. 4.1.0 Definition. Let A be a ring, B an ^-algebra and M a Ti-module. By a two term (infinitesimal) extension of B over A by M, we mean an extension in the sense of 2.1 :
in which E2 = M, viewed as an F-module via k. Two such extensions, S and £' are equivalent if there exist extensions S0 = S, <SX,..., Sn = S' of B over A by M and homomorphisms^0 -*" &l "*"" <^2 -*■ ' ' ' ■*" <^n -1 -*■ ¿>n all reducing to the identity on M and Ti. In other words, equivalence among two term extensions is the smallest equivalence relation containing all pairs ($, $') which are connected by a homomorphism (either way) reducing to the identity on both ends. The extension 0 -y M -ylá M ->° Ti ->id B -y 0 is called trivial. Conversely, if 0 -5-7-* F-> F-> 0 is an extension, we can regard it as a degenerate two term extension, S, with last term (0) ; then we have homomorphisms y. ¿F^$ and S: ê-yê} (where S extends p). Since we may assume that a = Sy, and since cl(<f) = 0, it follows that p*(cl(£j)) = 0.
(ii) Given $': 0->7->F'->F-*0 and ê: 0-y C¡ -> F^ F-*0, then 9(cl(S), cl(<f')) is the class of the extension
where U is the ideal of pairs (t, -1), t e C}.
To verify that 6 is a group action (which we will not do anyway), it is easiest to construct 8 in terms of the cotangent complex. Take a fixed presentation B=P/I with P a polynomial algebra. Given extensions ê and S" as above, there exist homomorphisms a : P -» E and a : P -> E' (commuting with the projections to B).
Then we get S" as 0 -> J -> E" -> B -> 0, where E" = (P®J)l{(-x,ax+a'x) \xel).
The multiplication in P © J is defined as in (i), and straightforward checking shows that 6 is a group action as desired.
4.2.7. Remark. 6 reduces to addition in T1(BjA, Cs) if J= C,, so that J is just a Zi-module. In the diagram C'U = C<-A J2 = 0 of 3.1.3, the obstruction to finding B -> C is clearly cl(C xcB)e T\B\A, J). 4 .3.5. Remarks. One can define a kind of "Yoneda product" e-e' e T2(B\A, B) for e, e' in T^(B\A, B), obtained from the ordinary Yoneda product (e, e') for extensions of modules, by adding it to its transpose (ë, e). However, the obstruction to extending a deformation B' in Y)ef(BjA, A[e]/e2) to one in E)ef(BIA, A[e]¡e3) is an element (e, e) e T\B\A, B) satisfying 2(e, e) = e-e(e = cl(B')).
If A: is a perfect field, and B is a reduced fe-algebra of finite type, then it is easy to show that ExtB(ßB/fc, B) s T\B\k, B).
The Ext module is used in [4] by Grauert and Kerner to investigate deformations of reduced analytic spaces.
4.3.6. Globalization. The definition of Def globalizes to give a set Def(X/S, S'), where X-y S is a flat morphism of schemes, and S -y S' is an infinitesimal immersion, defined by a nilpotent sheaf of ideals. Let A' be a scheme proper over k, and let A be a complete noetherian local ring with residue field k. Let CA be the category of Artin local A-algebras, having the same residue field k. Then there is a complete local A-algebra R, and a formal prescheme 3C over R which serves as a universal or "generic" deformation of X (i.e., it "pro-represents" the functor A -*■ Def(X/k, Spec A) from CA to sets, in a certain weak sense). Computation of the cohomology of the sheaves T\X¡k, &x) yields information about R (dimension, regularity, etc.). The material of 4.3 is discussed in more detail in [13] .
5. Applications to the Riemann-Roch Theorem and duality. Using a projectivized version of the cotangent complex it is possible to restate the GrothendieckHirzebruch-Riemann-Roch Theorem so that it only depends on knowing the Todd class of a "relative object" and not on the Todd classes of absolute "tangent bundles." This should facilitate the generalization of the GHRR-Theorem to a situation where only the morphism is required to be well-behaved, and not the actual preschemes. (Throughout this section, we assume familiarity with the definitions and notations of [1] . ) We start with some definitions. Let F be a noetherian prescheme, and i a closed Assume further that X is actually Koszul over Y. (Under this hypothesis, the above complex, restricted to an affine situation : Spec B -*■ Spec A, is homotopic to any cotangent complex of F over A.) Let K(X) be the Grothendieck group of the category of coherent locally free sheaves on X. Since X is locally a complete intersection in F and F is smooth over Y, I\I2 and i*FlP]Y are locally free sheaves on X. Let LXIy be the class of i"*£2P/y -T/T2 in K(X). To justify the notation, we have the following 5.1.1. Proposition. LxtY does not depend on the choice of the imbedding i.
Proof. (Note that under the hypotheses of the GHRR-Theorem (A' and Y regular and Y quasi-projective), K(X) is naturally isomorphic to the. Grothendieck group K'(X) of all coherent sheaves on X. In general, it is easy to see that the class of the image of LXIY in TC(A') is exactly Ü.X¡Y -TX(X¡Y, Ox), and so independent of the imbedding. When the natural map of K(X) to TC(A') is an isomorphism, LXIY is also independent of the imbedding.) We give the proof in the general case.
Let i: X->P and /' : A" -> P' be two imbeddings of Xinto some projective space over y Since/: X-» Y is a separated morphism, the map i": X-^yP"=P xYP'
(1) From the triple (X, P, T): 7/72 = 7C/7v2+/!(T/T2) (in K(X)). (2) From the triple (F, S, Z): ütiz = Q.tis + it"*Q.siz (in K(T)). Now/* is a ring homomorphism and commutes with forming Todd classes, so we get (4) ch(fi(x))=Mchx. T(X). TfJ*^)'1)).
Since the Todd class satisfies T(x+y) = T(x)T(y), we obtain (5) ch(ft(x))=Mchx.
T(Cl'XIK-fQ'YIK)) and, therefore (6) ch(fi(x))=Uchx. T(L'XIY)). It is clear that the above process is reversible, so we are done. In particular, this form of the Riemann-Roch Theorem should be well adapted to the case of preschemes over a ring of algebraic integers, where the concept of "tangent bundle" no longer makes sense.
5.2.1. Recall that the operation A which consists in raising a locally free sheaf of rank r to its rth exterior power induces a surjection from K(X) to Pic(A'), the group of isomorphism classes of invertible sheaves on X. This operation can be thought of as taking the first Chern class, and in fact is exactly that under the hypotheses of the GHRR-Theorem. Let KXIY e Pic(A") be A(LxtY), if X is Koszul and strictly projective over Y, so that LXIY is defined. Note that the hypotheses "Koszul and strictly projective" may be changed to "smooth," in which case Lx/y = the class of the locally free sheaf F1XIY. This canonical invertible sheaf on X generalizes the sheaf of highest order differentials which appears in the Serre
